As she hears, I think of you; of those of us without access.

I imagine our souls to stretch, drop, and from oceans.

I imagine us knowing, or not knowing, through simmering servers, reaching you.

I hear Geo Wyeth’s voice through the speakers, rocks in his mouth, to Shimmer’s ground floor, hearing Geo Wyeth’s audio piece, drip through the pipes of the building, back in time, dwell.

I imagine us rising like waves, to reach the ground floor, hearing Geo Wyeth’s audio piece, to be unfixed.

I imagine us resting here. Laying our bodies down, flesh soft, bones light. I imagine us breathing ——— inhale, ——— exhale.

I imagine us meeting here! Laying our bodies down, flesh soft, bones light.

I imagine us rising like waves, rising up to sea level, or: Shimmer’s walls.

We sink inside the river, wash through the storm, this strange underwater structure digesting us, splitting apart at the other side of town. The port, Shimmer’s habitat.

I imagine us meeting here! Laying our bodies down, flesh soft, bones light.

I imagine us rising like waves, rising up to sea level, or: Shimmer’s walls.

Lungs, brains; stairs, enraged; exhausted, invisible.

I imagine us knowing, or not knowing, through simmering servers, reaching you.

I imagine breathing ——— inhale, ——— exhale.

I imagine our souls to stretch, drop, and from oceans.

I imagine us knowing, or not knowing, through simmering servers, reaching you.

The scene in which I find myself or where does my body belong?

I imagine us meeting here! Laying our bodies down, flesh soft, bones light.

I imagine us rising like waves, rising up to sea level, or: Shimmer’s walls meeting (or?) work facing (or?) work.

At the level of the sea.

Soul longs ——— inhale, ——— exhale.

I imagine us meeting here! Laying our bodies down, flesh soft, bones light.

I imagine us rising like waves, rising up to sea level, or: Shimmer’s walls.

Lungs, brains; stairs, enraged; exhausted, invisible.

I imagine breathing ——— inhale, ——— exhale.

I imagine our souls to stretch, drop, and from oceans.

I imagine us knowing, or not knowing, through simmering servers, reaching you.

We imagine ourselves in the space.

I imagine us meeting here! Laying our bodies down, flesh soft, bones light.

I imagine us rising like waves, rising up to sea level, or: Shimmer’s walls.

Lungs, brains; stairs, enraged; exhausted, invisible.

I imagine breathing ——— inhale, ——— exhale.

I imagine our souls to stretch, drop, and from oceans.

I imagine us knowing, or not knowing, through simmering servers, reaching you.

I imagine us meeting here! Laying our bodies down, flesh soft, bones light.

I imagine us rising like waves, rising up to sea level, or: Shimmer’s walls.

Lungs, brains; stairs, enraged; exhausted, invisible.

I imagine breathing ——— inhale, ——— exhale.

I imagine our souls to stretch, drop, and from oceans.